Merci d’avoir choisi choisi ANAC Diagnosis.

Dans ce kit, vous allez trouver : un flacon avec seringue, un bouchon, un tuyau, une
enveloppe pré-timbrée et une fiche d’identification.

Thank you for choosing ANAC Diagnosis.
This kit includes: one sample bottle with syringe, one cap, one hose, one
pre-paid envelope, one identification sheet and this manual.

Instructions to take an oil sample

Take the sample while the oil is hot immediately after you have shut down your engine!
Make sure the oil has stayed at least 3 000 km in the engine (since the last oil change).
A. How to take a sample between two oil changes (without
doing an oil change)
 Do the sampling through the oil gauge : insert the hose in the
gauge pipe untill the middle of the oilbath (corresponds
approximately at the minimum on the oilstick).
 Put the hose on the syringe.
 Pull the syringe and fill the bottle completely (if necessary in
several times).
B. How to take an oil sample in case of an oil change
Clean the surface around the oil cap.
Pull the syringe.
Let the first oil flow away.
Take the sample in the middle of the flow and let the oil flow
directly in the bottle and put the cap on immediately .
 Close the bottle immediatly with the cap.
 Break the pull stick.
 Fill in the identification sheet and cut the lower part of the
sheet.
 Put the bottle (make sure to close it well) and the
identification sheet in the pre -stamped envelope and send it all
to ANAC.
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Your diagnosis report will be sent to you
by e-mail within 48 hours after reception
of the sample in the ANAC laboratory.
ANAC
Bombardementstraat 15
B – 9940 Ertvelde/Rieme
Belgium
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